Strategic supply
chain management
(Cohen / Roussel)

aupply chain as strategic asset

it´s the only way to understand
whether process performance is
improving or worsening and what
action is required
meaningful targets at
the individual and departamental levels that link
to overall corporate
objectives
quantitative targets into
plans and budgets

the right metrics
should include

best practices
into 5 core
disciplines

end-to-end process architecture
organization for perfomrance
the right collaborative model
metrics to drive business success

metric: a basis or standard
comparison. It s how to
measure the performance

Market leaders understand
that the supply chain can be
a strategic differentiator

well-defined mechanisms
and processes in place for
tracking progress and
managing performance

dell. amazon, shell, airbus

Metrics to drive
business success

supply chain metrics are linked to
business starategy

the best strategy for standardize
product that sell in high volume

make to stock

hybrid strategy: teh product is
partially completed to a generic
level and then finished when an
order is received. The best
strategy when there are many
variations of the product and
you want to achieve low
finished-goods inventory and
shorter customer lead times
than make to order can deliver

supply chain metrics are both
comprehensive and balanced
targets are set based on both internal and
external benchmarks
targets are aggressive but achievable

configure to order
best approach¨s characteristics
how to produce
goods and services

metrics are highly visible and monitored
at all levels of the company
supply chain metrics are used as a
continouos improvement tool

operations strategy

the best for customized products or
products with infrequent demand

make to order

metrics are implemented via a formal
implementation plan

shares characteristics of make to order
and it is used in industries where
complex products and services are
created to unique customer specifications. Enable responses to specfic
customer requirements

engineer to order

it may be to your advantage to choose
different products or market segments
its a dynamic component, a key
driver is the product life cycle
how you get your products and
services to buyers or end users

channel strategy

the source of differentiation
before going outsourcing, consider

the operatimng scale
power position
uniqueness of the operation

outsorucing strategy

configuration components

economies of scale, cheaper

it begins with ana anlysis of the company´s
existing supply chain capabilities

potential advantages
of outsourcing

scope, it is important for expabnsion
technology expertise
new products, managing inventory
levels, ensuring that the supply chain
configuration supports competitive
customer lead times

strategic activities
that cannot be
delegated to a
third party

the overall volume and profitability of
customer accounts

should be based on
customer service strategy

an understanding of what the customer really wants
tailoring the customer service strategy to deliver the best cost/service trade
off by customer segment can pay big dividends
manufacturing of a given production line is
done in one location for a global market

global model

Supply
chain as
strategic
asset

regional model

manufacturing is done primarily in the region
where the products are sold although some
cross-regional flows may exist based on
product-center specialization

country model

manufacturing is primarily done in the country
where the market is. Models for goods that
are prohibitively expensive to transport, or
tariffs or bans or duties or market access

most companies choose one of the three
network models regarding size, mission of assets

asset network

increasing manufacturing flexibility to ensure
that the supply chain is refresehed weekly
instead of monthly to better meet changing
market demand

ways to reduce risk

in-market postponements, standard products
are created in the low-cost production center
but configuration and packaging is made
closer to the customer
moving a low-cost manufacturing center closer
to the target market
product life cycle is key

what are the overall strategic objectives?
what value is being delivered to customers

core strategic business

how the company differentiates
iotself in the market place?
basis of competition is desirable and
innovative products

innovation

aligned with business strategy
cost

basis of competition is lowest price

supply chain contributor is time to
market and time to volume

efficiemt low-cost infraestructure

Sony, Apple, Nike, Lóreal

Zara. HP

primary strategies
service

tailored to meet customer-specific needs

quality

product you can count on

designed from the customer in

supply chain excellence and quality control

components should be
Epson, Michelin-separated
multiple segments, multiple supply chains?

aligned with customner´s needs

Rule of thumb: if you can meet the needs of
your most profitable customer segments at an
accpetable service level and at reasonable cost
with a single supply chain, then do so.

economy of scale or not

aligned with power position

internet-amazon

technology

in the scope of the business
adaptive, due to constantly changing
market condicitions

change in

cvs-pharmacy to grocery store

in the basis of competition
in terms of a new acquisition
next generation strategy

refers process, applications and
information needed to improve and
evolve the supply chain
description of the supply chain
process and its interrlations
a view of interactions between supply chain
processes and other core enterprise processes
a description of the ap`plications required to
support supply chain processes and
performance indicators

process architecture

a description of how applications will be
integrated, including specific data and
frequency of communications
the test of strategic fit, prectices that truly
support the basis of competition

amazon

the test of end-to-end focus, it should ensure
end-to-end management, all parties aligned

an effective architecurure
may satisfy four tests

the simplicity test, processes clear and easy
the integrity test, architecture should be highly reliable
Level 1. Confirming how
business processes will align
with high level business structure
Level 2. Refining the chocice of supply chain
processes and confirming how supply chain
processes align with a given infrastructure

it helps in having a good
architectural process

Supply Chain Operations
Reference-Model (SCOR)
architectural toolkit

Level 3. process-elemnt level in which supply
chain architecture may be completed by
adding operational detail to level 2.
As an integration of efforts the CPFR,
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and
Repleshniment (CPFR)

An end-to-end process
architecture

focuses on the packaged
goods and retail sectors

using timely, accurate info.
resources on business priorities
Plannning excellence

aiming for cimplicity
integrating all supply chain requierements
explicit actions and accountabilities
aiming for the lowest total cost of ownership

Source excellence

setting procurements strategies according to category
maintanining an entreprisewide focus
measure and manage performance
focus on business priorities

five processes for endto-end supply chain
management

make process to transform the resource into
goodss and services. make excellence

aim for speed and flexibility, not just low cost
setting and monitoring quality standards
synchronizing al manufacturing activities
balance service wit the cost to serve

deliver process excellence ( from the customer
´s order to collecting the payment)

cut costs and time
end-te-end tracking and traceability
managing data for ongoing accuracy and timeliness

create a distinct supply chain for return
return return process excellence

feed back return info quickly
base return policies on total cost of returns
maximizing revenue opportunities

determining how to structure the organization
three primary challenges

defining roles and responsibilities
finding the right people with the right skills

Organization for
performance

Organizational design should evolve
with the company
form follows function
for every process, assign an accountable
function or individual
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know, grow and keep core capabilities
organizae around the skills you need
not the skills you have

Foomeans , sharing the
ideas, info, knowledge,
risks, rewardsd
customers
potential collaboration partners

material suppliers
suppliers of services

The right
collaborative
model

transactional
collaboration is a
spectrum

cooperative
coordinated
synchronized

path to succesful collaboration

Plates, etc

m aster internal collaboration first
define the appropiate degree of
collaboration for each partner segment
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Shell chemicals

Lexus, Tropicana juices

